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We consider low-pressure positive column instability which is not directly related to the 
current or to collisions with charged particles. Such an instability arises in an inhomoge
neous plasma if ionization and transfer of perturbations in an ambipolar field are taken into 
account; in particular, build-up of a purely azimuthal wave ( m = 1, kz = 0), whose phase 
velocity is close to the ion outflow rate in the ambipolar field, may take place. The condition 
for generation of this instability is similar to that observed experimentally[GJ. The insta
bility mechanism may also be operative in a strongly ionized plasmaC 7J. 

IT was shown in several papers t 1- 3] that drift 
waves, connected with dissipative processes, can 
build up in an inhomogeneous plasma in the 
presence of a magnetic field. In particular, it 
follows from the paper of TimofeevC 2J, who used 
a quasi-classical approximation, that in a weak 
magnetic field (where the ion Larmor radius is 
larger than the characteristic dimension of the 

of perturbations in the ambipolar field, a mode 
with m = 1 can grow in the wave-number interval 
0 ::5 kz :S 1/ a.J WeRT e· The phase velocity of these 
waves coincides in order of magnitude with the 
velocity of outflow of the ions in the ambipolar 
field: 

2l' ecp0 I M ~ Vph ~ 2.2l' ecpo I M, 

inhomogeneity) an oblique wave ( kz ;r 0) can where <Po-value of the am bipolar potential on the 
build up, with a phase velocity on the order of the edge of the column. The criterion for the excita-
velocity of ion sound: Vph ~ .J T elM. When the tion is in satisfactory agreement with experiment 
mean free path and the Larmor radius of the ions [s]. The instability mechanism considered, which 
are large ( li ;;:, a, riH;:::, a, where a= radius of the is not connected directly with the current and with 
tube), it becomes essential to take into account the collisions of the charged particles, may come 
transport processes in the ambipolar field; these into play in a strongly ionized plasmaC 7J. 
processes cause the perturbations to run off towards 
the ends of the column, and play in the absence of 
collisions the role of a unique dissipation mechan
ism. These processes were not taken into account 
in papers devoted to drift instabilities in the 
plasma. 

In the present paper we consider in detail the 
occurrence of instability in a low-pressure 
positive column in a longitudinal magnetic field, 
under the assumption that the longitudinal current 
does not influence the stability of the discharge and 
can be neglected in the stability analysis. It is 
assumed that the ions are accelerated in an ambi
polar field from the points where they are created 
(the ions are produced with zero velocity) towards 
the wall (without collision with neutrals), the wall 
being under negative potential relative to the 
plasma column. The analysis is based on the 
kinetic equations for the electrons and ions. The 
problem of the equilibrium state of such a system 
(the Langmuir problem) is solved with allowance 
for the magnetic field. It is shown that when 
account is taken of the ionization and transport 

1. INITIAL EQUATIONS 

The initial kinetic equations for the electrons 
and ions are of the form 

(1.1) 

ofi d. e of; 
7ft+ lVrV/i- M f)v vcp = Zn/) (v). 

(1.2) 

Here ne = neo + n8, where the zero subscript de
notes the unperturbed quantity and the prime de-
notes its perturbation; 

WeH = eH / mec, 

Z -number of ionizations produced per unit time 
by a single electron, and Te-time between the col
lisions between the electrons and the neutrals. 
The ions are produced with zero velocity when 
neutral atoms are ionized by electrons, and this 
is taken into account by the o -function. 
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We introduce the notation 

Fe= ~ fedvj_; K, = ~ vl-f.dvj_; F; = ~ /;dv'fJdvz. 

Using (1.1), we obtain 

oF. oF. . e o<p aF. 
--1-vz--l-dtv.L K.-1------
i)t oz me iJz OVz 

Zne Fe ne Feo 
=-F.o----1-----, 

no 'te no 'te 
(1.3) 

aK, oK. e o<p aK, r. 
--1-vz--1------1---Vj_Fe 

at fjz m. f}z OVz me 

e Ke 
- -F.V j_(jl -1-[K.oroen] =--. ( 1.4)* 

me 'te 

2. EQUILIBRIUM 

In equilibrium, the spatial distribution of the 
quantities is determined by the distance from the 
axis. Recognizing that 

fw ='f;o(vr) 6 (vffJ) 6 (v,), 

we obtain for the initial system of equilibrium 
equations: 

div K.o = ZF.o, 

Te e 1 
- V j_Feo- -Feo V j_(jl = --K.o- [K.oroen], (2.1) 
me me 'te 

Dr arF;o e d<p aF;o 
-----~--- = Zn.o6(vr). (2.2) 
r or M dr OVr 

We assume that the plasma is quasi-neutral 
(ni = ne = n). Then we obtain from (2.1), after 
integrating with respect to dvz, 

~~r(_!__ d<p no- !_e_ dno )= z 1-1- (roen'te)2 no. (2.3) 
r dr me dr me dr 'te 

We shall assume henceforth that (weHTe) 2 » 1, 
and leave off the zero subscript in the designation 
of the equilibrium quantities. 

The equations for the characteristics of (2.2) 
are of the form 

rdr = _ r du,. j e___ d..:£_ = _:!!_F i 
v,. • M dr Zn6(v,.)' 

(2.4) 

from which it follows that 

Mv,.2 drF; , mo(vr) 
-.---1- eqJ(r) = e<p(r'); -- = Z , (2.5) 

2 ~ ~ 

where r' corresponds to the points of particle 
production, 

rF; = Z ~ r n6 (v,.) dr =- M Z n(r')r' (2.6) 
,., Vr e d<p/ dr' · 

For the ion density we get 

j-2ef(J(r)/M • 

n(r)= ~ F;dvr = ~ ~ r'n(r'){:; [<p(r')- <p(r)] r•1dr'. 

0 0 (2.7) 

Equations (2.3) and (2. 7) determine the spatial 
distribution of the density and potential under 
equilibrium. 

Let us solve (2.3) and (2. 7). To this end we 
reduce them to dimensionless form, introducing 
the quantities 

ecp I Te = -<D; ar = s; u = Z / f2T. I M. 

Equations (2.3) and (2. 7) take in the new variables 
the form 

1 - :!_ s ( n d<D -1- ~~ ) = - ~n 
s ds ds ds 

1 ~ s'n(s')ds' 
n(s) = J . 

s 0 f<D(s) - <D (s') 
(2.8) 

In the absence of a magnetic field ({3 = 0), this 
problem was solved by Langmuir and Tonks [ 4J. In 
this case n = n0e-<l> and the system (2.8) reduces 
to a single equation. A solution of this nonlinear 
singular integral equation was obtained by Lang
muir in the form of a power series 

S = f$ (1 - 0.2<D- 0,026<D2 - 0.0065<D3 - 0.002<DL_, .. ) . . 
Harrison and Tompson [5] obtained for the plane 
case in the absence of a magnetic field analytic 
solutions in terms of tabulated functions. 

In the case of cylindrical symmetry and {3 ~ 0, 

it is difficult to obtain analytic solutions of the 
system (2.8), and we shall use the Langmuir proce
dure, seeking the solutions of (2.8) in the form of 
the following series: 

n ( s) = bo -1- b1p2 -1- b2p~ -1- b3p6 -1- ... , 

n(s') = bo -1- b1pz2 -1- b2pz~ -1- b3Pz6 -1- ... , (2.9) 

where we introduce new variables 

p = f<D(s), Pz = psin8 = }"<D(s'). 

We rewrite the system (2.8), by changing over to 
the variable fJ, in a form convenient for the inte
gration by means of the series of (2. 9): 

n/2 

·1' ·s ds· n(s) =-' n(9)s'(9)-d d8, 
8 0 Pz 

n/1 

s(nd<l>+ddn)=-~dclsp~cos9n(9)s'(8) dds' d8.(2.10) 
dp P P 0 Pz 
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Substituting the series (2.9) in (2.10), we easily 
obtain the coefficients a and b. 

We present the first few coefficients: 

at= 1; as= -0.2 (1 + 0,25~); 
a5 = - ( 1 + 0.25~) (0,026-0.0014M: 

a1 = - (1 + 0.25~) (0.0065- 0.0024~- 0.00075~2); 

a9 = - ( 1 + 0,25~) (0.002-0.0015~- 0.00064~2 

- 0,000049~3) ; 

b1 = -b0 (1 + 0.25~); b2 = 1l2bo(1 + 0,25~) (1 + 0.325~); 
ba = - 1l6bo(1 + 0,25(3) (1 + 0,62(3 + 0.1~2); 
b4 = 1l24b0 (1 + 0.25(3) (1 + 0.96(3 + 0.29(32 + 0.03(33). 

When {3 = 0 all the coefficients above coincide 
with the Langmuir coefficients. We did not deter
mine the higher-order coefficients, since we are 
interested in the relatively narrow region 0 < {3 

~ 6. The point s 0, at which the derivative of the 
potential d<I>/ds becomes infinite, is identified[ 4J 
with the plasma limit beyond which the quasi
neutral analysis is not valid. In this sense, if 
d<I> /ds does not become infinite at any of the points 
s, then the plasma limit will be determined by the 
point at which the second derivative of the potential 
d2<I>/ds 2 becomes infinite. We encounter such a 
situation in the presence of a magnetic field, where, 
d2<I>/ds 2 becomes infinite starting with {3 ~ 4, and 
the corresponding values of s 0 and <I> 0 (the poten
tial at the point s 0 ) provide a smooth continuation 
of the values of s 0 and <1> 0 corresponding to infinite 
d<I> /ds. All the foregoing applies to the calculation 
of s 0 and <I>o by means of the coefficients a1, a3, as, 
a 7, and a 9• 

The results of the calculations are listed in the 
table, from which we see that <1> 0 and s 0 decrease 
with increasing {3, or, what is the same, with in
creasing magnetic field, and the ratio s 0/ ~ re
mains approximately constant, oscillating within 
narrow limits. This can be easily understood, 
recognizing that with increasing magnetic field a 
decrease takes place in the flux of charged parti
cles to the wall. In the stationary state, the num
ber of particles produced upon ionization should be 
compensated by the flow -off to the wall, and 
therefore 

(l 

0 

' 
0.5 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 

«Do 1,15 I 1,11 1.06 1 0.95 0,89 0.80 0,65 
so 0.78 0.74 0.72 0,67 0,64 0.61 0.58 0.56 

so/V «Do 0.73 I o. 71 0.7 0,67 0.66 0,65 0.65 0,68 

so I l'<Do ~ const. 

Simple qualitative estimates enable us to deter
mine the asymptotic behavior of the potential and 
the density for large values of {3. To this end we 
write down (2. 7) in the form 

Z ~ r'n(r')dr' 
n(r) = ry2Te/ M 0. l'<D (r) - <D (r') . 

(2.11) 

As can be seen from the table, s 0 decreases 
with increasing magnetic field and for a very 
strong field ({3 » 1) we should have 

Za I l'2Te I M ,._, so< 1. 

In the main part of the tube, the potential 
<I> (<I> ~ s5) should therefore be small. Conse
quently, in the first equation of (2.8) we can ne
glect the term with the potential, and the density 
distribution in the main part of the tube will be 
determined by a Bessel function: 

n = nolo(l'fis). 

In a layer of thickness x adjacent to the wall ( x 
is measured from the wall), where the electron 
mobility cannot be neglected, we have 

<D ,._, 1, nIno ,..., xI a ,..., S 0 • 

Thus, for large values of {3 the main change in the 
potential occurs in a layer next to the wall, of 
thickness x ~soa (so« 1). 

3. STABILITY 

In the analysis of the stability, we start by 
linearizing (1.1) and (1.2) with respect to the per
turbations. In the case when WeHTe » 1, we can 
use for the electrons the drift approximation 

v..L = c[EH] I H2• 

The perturbation of each quantity A is defined as 

A'= A'(r)exp{-irot + imqJ + ikzz}. 

In this approximation we obtain for the perturba
tion of the electron density 

iy { me dn k.e } , 
ne' = 1- y<D*/re Hr dr <D* + T.n(r)<Dt qJ (r), (3.1) 

where 

<D* = ~ W(~); 
i 1 -

<D1 =- --[1 + il'n ~W(~}], 
kz Y 

W(~} =e-6'( 1+ ~ ~et'at); 
l'n o 

l'n ( i me d!p J Y __ ( 2nmTee )'1• ~=v- ro+-----iZ , 
kz 'te Hr dr 
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We put 

From (1.2) we easily obtain a system of two equa
tions relative to Fi and Y: 

I e oql oF; I 

= iwF;- Y +----+Zne o(ur); 
M or OUr 

u, orY e dq> oY 

rar- M dr our 

The equations for the characteristics of the 
system (3.2) are of the form 

rdr jedq> , 
-=-rdur --=drF; 

Ur M dr 

[
• I e Oq> 1 oF; I ]~! 

X £WF; - Y + ~- ~--~-- + Zne b(ur) ; 
111 or OUr 

rdr = - rdur j ~e_ dq> = drY 
Ur M dr 

X [ iwY + ~F;( ~ + ki )q>'(r) r1 

(3 .2) 

(3 .3) 

Each of these systems has as one of its charac
teristics the integral of motion 

Mu,2 I 2 = eq> (r') - eq> (r), 

where r' -points of particle production. With the 
aid of this integral and the second characteristic 
we can integrate each equation of (3.2). Let us 
integrate the first equation of the system (3.2). 
We write down the characteristics of this equation: 

I drF;' [. ' e Oq> 1 oF; I J Ur(r, r)--=r ~wF; -Y+--- -+Zneb(ur) , 
dr M or OUr 

Mu,2 I 2 = eq>(r') - eqJ(r). (3.4) 

We further obtain 

rF;' (r, r') = ~ p[ iwF;' (p, r')- Y (p, r') 
r' 

e oq>' oF; (p, r') , J dp +- -----+Zne ll(ur) 
M op OUr (p, r') Ur (p, r') ' 

(3.5) 

y-2e<P(r)/M r r 

~ , 1 e 1 dq> 1 \ p 
n/ (r) = F; du, = - r M J dr' u (r r') dr' J u (p r') 

0 r ' r' r ' 

[ F '( , Y( ') e Oq>' 8F; X iw ; p, r)- p, r + ----,,----,--:-
M op our (p, r') 

+Zne'o(ur) Jdp. (3.6) 

By reversing the order of integration in (3.6), we 
break up this expression into two parts: 

r P 

.'( )-- 1 e \ d 1 dq> iwF;'(p,r')-Y(p,r') d' n, r - - - - J p p J - r 
r M 0 0 dr' u,(r,r')u,.(p,r') 

r P 

1 e ~ J dq>[ e Oq>1 8F;(p,r') 1 ] - -- pdp - · --- +Zne b(u,) 
r M 0 01dr' M ap OUr (p, r') 

dr1 

X Ur(r, r') u,(p, r') (3. 7) 

The first of these will be integrated with respect to 
dr' approximately, and the second exactly. In the 
first integral, recognizing that, of the two veloci
ties Vr ( r, r 1 ) and Vr ( p, r' ), the main contribu
tion to the value of the integral with respect to dr' 
is made by vr(p, v'), we take the velocity 
vr ( r, r 1 ) outside the sign of integration with re
spect to dr' at the point r 1 = p. The second equa
tion of (3.2) is integrated in analogy with the first. 

As a result we obtain approximately 

, ( ) 1 1 iwn;' (p)- Y* (p) + Zne' (p) 
n; r = ~ J p - dp 

r u u,. (r, p) 

r p 
_ 1 e \ dq>1 d 1 oF;(p, r') dr1 

r 111 J p dp p J or' v (r r') ' 
u u r ' 

t-2eq>(r)/M 

Y*(r)= ~ Y (r, u,) dv,. (3 .8) 

Analogously, the integration of the second equation 
of (3.2) leads to the following equation for the 
function Y* ( r): 

Y*(r)=~ fp [iwY*(p)+ 11~n(p) ( ; 2
2 + kzz )q>'(p) J 

dp 
X----:-,--

u, (r, p) (3.9) 

Equations (3.1), (3.8), and (3.9) are the starting 
points for the derivation of the dispersion equation. 

For simplicity let us consider the case of a 
metallic wall, on which the perturbed potential 
vanishes. Inasmuch as n~ is proportional to cp', 
the perturbation of the electron density also 
vanishes on the wall in this case. From the condi
tion of quasi-neutrality on the wall (n~ = ni = 0), 
we obtain the dispersion equation 

1 (iw +Z)n'(p}- Y*(p) 
JP . dp 
0 Ur (a, p) 

a o 

_ e \ p dq>' dp ~ 8F;(p, (l dr' = O. 
M~ dp 0 8r' u,(a,r') 

(3.10) 
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The distributions of the equilibrium densities 
and the potential are chosen in the form 

<p = -Ar2, n = no(1- Br2). 

Let us determine, for the chosen potential and 
velocity profiles, the derivative aFi (r, r')lar', 
which is essential for the analysis that follows. 
The aggregate of velocities corresponding to the 
distribution function of the ions Fi at the point r, 
is determined by the set of points r'- 0 < r' 

The dispersion equation (3 .13) reduces to 

ncBa2 ( iw + Z) e {( 3n ) 2 Ba2 

8H(w + 2A c I H- iZ) -Mq 16 1- 3niwq I 16 

( n )2 1 + Ba2 ( n \2 1 } 
- -4- 1 - niwq I 4 + i ) 1 - niwq I 2 

- :; ( 1 -: Ba2 ) = 0. (3.15) < r, inasmuch as the ions are accelerated towards 
the wall. In the ( r, r') representation, on the 
basis of (2.6), the distribution function is On the stability boundary Im w = 0, and, 

equating the real and imaginary parts of (3.15) to 
zero (with allowance for the fact that 2AciH » w, 

(3.11) and Z, a condition satisfied when the ion Larmor 
radius is much larger than the tube radius), we ob
tain the system of two equations 

Fi(r, r') = "2~A ~n0 (1- Br'2), 0 < r' < r; 

F; (r, r') = 0, 

From this we get 

r'> r. 

oF; ZnoM 1 
- = ---[- 2Br'- (1- Br'2){)(r'- r) + {)(r')]. 

or' 2eA r (3. 12) 

Inasmuch as we have confined ourselves to 
examination of the mode m = 1, the perturbed 
electric radial field on the axis ( r = 0) should 
differ from zero and the radial dependence of the 
perturbed potential, taking into account the sym
metry of the problem, is chosen in the form 

<p' (r) = <ptr( 1 - r2 I a2). 

With the aid of (3.12) we obtain from (3.10) by 
simple calculations 

i(iw+Z) n [ k.e( Ba2) 2Bc ·] 
1- y!l>*/te 16 a2y Te 1-2 !l>t- y<l> 

- 3n a4B 1 - ~ a2C1 - _n_D1 - ~~ ( 1- --~Ba2) = 0 
16 4 2 8A\ 4 (3.i3) 

3n e B q 
Bt = ------,-------:---::-

16M a2 1- 3niwq/16' 

n e q 
Dt=--- , 

2 M 1- niwq/2 
q = v 2~' (3.14) 

where by virtue of the small longitudinal mobility 
of the ions (the ions are not magnetized) we have 
neglected the longitudinal perturbation of the po
tential in the ion equation (3.9). 

Let us consider the case kz = 0, when the per
turbation m = 1 reduces to a shift of the pinch as 
a whole towards the wall of the tube. When kz 
- 0, ~- oo and 

Ba2 _ 0,53Ba2 + 1.24(1 + Ba2) _ 9,84 = 
1 + 0.35x 1 + 0.62x 1 + 2.46x O, 

~ z ( 5 B 2 _ 1) _ ~35Ba2 + 0,62 ( 1 + Ba2 ) 

4 q 4 a 1 + 0.35x 1 + 0.62x 

2.46 
1 +2.46x = O, (3.16) 

where x = ( wq) 2• 

Recognizing that Zq ~ s 0/~ ~ 0.7, we can 
easily show from (3.16) and (3.15) that when Ba2 

> 0.9, oscillations begin to build up with frequency 

w ~ 2l'eA I M = 2a-1l'e<po I M, 

and these Gscillations can be called "am bipolar" 
sound, since they are generated only if transport 
in the ambipolar field is taken into account. Since 
eq;0 ~ T e• the frequency of these oscillations coin
cides in order of magnitude with the frequency of 
ion sound: w ~ a-t..; T elM. 

If we neglect transport in the ambipolar field 
and let vr in (3.9) and (3.10) approach zero, then 
we obtain Timofeev's dispersion equation[ 2]: 

. m2 
(iw+Z)n'- ;wnrz<p'=O, (3.17) 

where n' is defined by (3.1). An investigation of 
(3 .17) shows that if account of electron diffusion, 
i.e., terms with kz -7- 0 (I; I » 1), is taken in 
(3.1), the ion-sound oscillations with w 

:::::: - m..,J Te/M/r can build up. 
If kz = 0, the role of diffusion is assumed by 

transport in the ambipolar field. In addition, ioni
zation must be taken into account for the generation 
of the instability in question. 

If kz "'- 0 ( I~ I » 1) we have 

a>· ,... i r~ { ( 1 + ;~2 ... ). <Dt ~ 2y~.~2· 
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and only the first term in the dispersion equation 
(3.15) will change and take the form 
( 2Ac/H » w, Z) 

:rt Ba2 [ 1 H e ( Ba2 ) - -(iw+Z) 1+- ---- 1--
16 A 2;2 4Bc Te 2 

X(~+ 2A~) :2 ]/[ 1- 4Ai!es2]. 

When A F:J Te/ea2 and (1- Ba2/2)/Ba2 F:J 1 (in 
fact, as follows from the solution of the Langmuir 
problem, the latter expression lies in the interval 
0.5-1), the expression in the square brackets 
R~ 1 and the stability criterion depends little on 
kz. If we make no assumptions whatever concern
ing the relative value of the quantity 

1 ( Ba2) 
Ba2 1 --2- ' 

then in the wave-number interval 

0 < kz ~ 1 / al'weitt'e 

the conditions for the excitation of oblique waves 
are somewhat less stringent than the condition for 
the excitation of a purely azimuthal wave. The 
critical value of Ba2 at the instant of excitation, 
corresponding to kz F:J 1/a..f WeHTe, is equal to 
approximately 0.8, and the frequency at the 
instant of excitation is w ~ 2.2-./ eA/M. 

Using the results of the solution of the Lang
muir equation in a magnetic field, let us determine 
the critical value of the magnetic field and the 
ratio Z ( H = Acr) /Z ( H = 0), using the critical 
values of Ba2, obtained from the solution of the 
problem of the stability of the column. We calcu
late Ba2 using the first three coefficients of the 
expansion of the density (2. 9), b 1, b2, and b3• It 
can be thought that such a calculation would lead 
to a value of Ba2 which is 10% or more too large 
(the accuracy of the calculation decreases with 
increasing f3). The value of Ba 2 is exaggerated 
by 10% when H = 0 ({3 = 0). (In this case the 
density is determined from the analytic expres
sion n I r=a = n0e-<Po [ 4] and the value of the over
estimate can be determined.) 

Under the assumption that when {3 >" 0 the use 
of the coefficients b 1, b2, and b3 yields values of 
Ba2 overestimated by 10-20%, we obtain approx
imately Ba2 = 0.8 when f3 = 1.5-2 and Ba2 = 0.9 
when f3 = 2-3. With the aid of the table we get 

Z(~ = 2) I Z(~ = 0) = 0.86; 

Z(~ = 3) I Z(~ = 0) = 0.81. 

The experiments of Nedospasov et al [ 6] show that 
at the instant of instability 

Z(H =Her) I Z(H = 0} ~ 0.7. 

Setting f3cr equal to 2 or 3, let us calculate 
the critical value of the magnetic field for a 
plasma in the installation of Nedospasov et al [6], 

where Te = 4 eV, M = 200 atomic units (mercury), 
Ze = 25 em, and a= 1.5 em. The instability condi
tion f3 > f3cr can be written in the form 

(3.18) 

From this we obtain under the above conditions 
that Her = 25 Oe when f3 = 2 and Her = 28 Oe 
when f3 = 3. In the experiment[ 6J noticeable symp
toms of plasma instability were observed at 
H F:J 30 Oe. The instability was accompanied by 
noise and by a clearly pronounced peak at 80 kcs. 
The calculated value of the frequency at the instant 
of the instability is w F:J a-t..j T elM F:J 80 kcs. 

The instability mechanism considered can be 
manifest in a strongly ionized plasma, inasmuch 
as it is not connected directly with charged
particle collisions. Thus, in a strongly ionized 
collisionless plasma, in the installation of 
Buchel 'nikova et al [ 7], under conditions when 
riH ~ a, excitation of peaks with frequency 
w F:J 70 kcs was observed. The calculated value 
of the frequency is close to that observed in the 
experiment. 

In conclusion I am deeply grateful to B. B. 
Kadomtsev for suggesting the problem and guid
ance, Academician M. A. Leontovich for many 
valuable remarks, and also A. V. Nedospasov and 
A. V. Timofeev for a useful discussion of the 
problems considered here. 
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